
WITH A FINGER ON THE 

PULSE OF THE COMMUNITY

How do you rise to the occasion to help the community in time of crisis? To change all your plans,
collectively come together, and use opportunities and resources of partner organizations to fight food
insecurity during a time more needed than ever?

PARTNER SHOUTOUT
C L E M S O N  S N A P - E D

clemsonSNAPed.com

"LCCHVC is an interagency coalition committed to making sure
each group has a seat and voice at the table, focused on
providing resources and outreach to the local community, 

especially surrounding mental health."
 

  That was the plan, anyway - 
to address the overall health of Laurens County Residents by

first focusing on the education and awareness of mental health.

COVID had other ideas, but because they 

already had all the right people at the table, 
LCCHVC quickly and strategically coordinated across multiple
organizations to divert their energy towards the pressing need

of access to fresh, nutritious foods.

Mental health is still a passion and priority for the coalition
however, with a finger on the pulse of the community, they
knew addressing physical needs during the pandemic was a
necessary foundation, creating the opportunity to become a

long-standing community resource for children and families and
support their physical and mental stamina.

Hosted 12 weeks of the

mobile pantry (so far).

Distributed 1,200 boxes full

of fresh fruits and vegetables

from Harvest Hope Food

Bank.

Gave away an additional

285 dozen eggs, 180 bags of

apples, and 120 cases of

oatmeal.

Purchased and distributed 90

4-H Activity packs to

encourage physical activity,

creativity, and education.

 

    

INITIATIVE
PARTNERS

LAURENS COUNTY COALITION
for a Healthy & Vibrant CommunityTHE INITIATIVE:

Mobile Food Pantry

LAURENS COUNTY COALITION
for  a Healthy and Vibrant Community

www.facebook.com/HealthyLaurensCounty

Bridging the Gap
Advocacy

an afterschool enrichment
program for youth aged
children who serves as

host site for distributions.

Clemson SNAP-Ed
Provides healthy

recipes and virtual
cooking classes

using produce from
boxes.

Office of Rural Health
LCCHVC is a recipient of
the Blueprint For Health

grant.

Harvest Hope Food Bank
provides produce boxes.

LCCHVC has many
organizations represented.
These are just a few key
players in this initiative.


